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COMPARING T H E DISTRIBUTIONS
OF SUMS OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VECTORS
EVGUENI GORDIENKO

Let (Xn,n > l),(Xn,n > 1) be two sequences of i.i.d. random vectors with values in
Rfc and 5 n = Xi + • • • + Xn, Sn = Xi + • • • -h Xn, n > 1. Assuming that £Xi = EXi,
E\X\\2 < oo, E\X\\k+2 < co and the existence of a density of X\ satisfying the certain
conditions we prove the following inequalities:
v(Sn,Sn)<c

max{v(X1,Xi)X2(X1,X1)},

n == 1,2,...,

where v and £2 are the total variation and Zolotarev's metrics, respectively.
Keywords: sum of random vectors, the total variation distance, bound of closeness,
Zolotarev's metric, characteristic function
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider two sequences of independent and identically distributed random vectors
-X1-.X2- • • • and Xi,X2) • • • taking values from fc-dimensional Euclidian space Rk.
Let
Sn = X\ H
h Xn, Sn = X\-\
h Xn, n = 1,2,...,
and X, X stand for generic random vectors distributed, correspondingly, as Xn and
Xn.
We are concerned with upper bounds for the total variation distance
v(Sn,Sn),
that (bounds) can be written as follows:
v(Sn, Sn) < cn(X, X),

n = 1,2,...,

(1.1)

where \i is a suitable probability metric.
The problem of estimation of v(Sn, Sn) (or, of some other distance between the
distributions of Sn and Sn) arises at least in two areas of probability theory. The
first relates to estimating the rate of convergence in the central limit theorem, where
both random vectors Sn and X are normally distributed, and the basic hypotheses
are that
EX = EX,
M(X) = M(X),
E\X\3 < 00,
(1.2)
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where M(X) is the covariance matrix of X. In this set up inequalities (1.1) with
c = cf jyjn are proved, provided that certain "smoothness" conditions are imposed
on the distribution of X. To mention some examples of such results we refer the
reader to [11-14].
Another field where the bounds as in (1.1) can be useful is the study of stability
(continuity) of applied stochastic models involving some scheme of summation of
random variables or random vectors. Examples of such models appear in analysis of important processes in queueing, insurance, finances, reliability, storage, etc.
(see, e.g. [2,6-9]). Often these models enclose, so-called, geometric sums with
one-dimensional summands. Some results on stability (continuity) of distributions
of such sums are given in [5,6,8], In paper [10] the "inverse" stability problem is
considered, when the deviations of the distributions of summands is estimated by
the deviations of the distributions of a sum of random variables. Concerning sums of
random vectors on Rfe (fc > 1) the only example of continuity bounds we know is the
estimation of Zolotarev's distance between sums of random vectors with a geometrically distributed number of summands and an appropriately defined fc-dimensional
exponential random vector (see [8]).
In the stability problem setting the distribution of the random vector X is interpreted as a known (available) approximation to an unknown distribution of the
random vector X. For this reason it is desirable to have the constant c in (1.1)
independent of the distribution of X.
In contrast to (1.2) we will suppose the equality of the first moments: EX =
EX admitting distinct covariance matrices of X and of X. Assuming also the
boundedness of some power moments and the existence of an "enough smooth"
density of the known random vector X (see Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2) we prove that
v(Sn, Sn) < c fi(X, X),

n = 1,2,...,

(1.3)

provided that
M(X,X)<(2c)-

1

,

(1.4)

where /i = max(v,£2) and £2 is Zolotarev's metric of order 2 (see the definition in
Section 2). The constant c in (1.3), (1.4) does not depend on n and it is completely
determined by characteristics of the density of X.
We consider a simple example of application of bound (1.3) to estimate the stability of the joint distribution of a total asset return and a total trading volume
during a "stable interval" of the functioning of a stock market. The corresponding
model was discussed in [8].
2. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
For x = ( x i , . . . , Xk) G Rh let

к

-/-

,

IMҺ--ĚNi=l
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Let g : Rfc —> R be a function having all partial derivatives of order 2. We will write:
Dg := (Dig,...,

Dkg),

D2g := {Uyfl - t, j = 1 , . . . , fc},

where

A5(x)=

ik 9{x) '

Dii9{x)=

di^9{x)-

We will use also the following notation:
DpGLi
2

D ^€Li

if
if

II^IL

Dig GLi(R fe ),
fc

Dii5€Li(R ),

:=

t-= l,...,fc;
i , i = l,...,fc;

sr<JDij9^kr

(2>1)

-

In what follows we will need three probability metrics v, (2 and \i measuring the
distances between distributions of random vectors.
— The total variation metric is defined by the formula:
v(X,Y)

:= 2sup{|P(X e B) - P(Y G B)\ : 5 c R f c i s a Borel set}

— Zolotarev's metric of order 2 is defined as follows (see, e.g. [8,14]).
C2(X, y ) := sup{|£^(X) - ^ ( y ) | : <P € V2},

(2.2)

where
V2 : = {<p : Rk -> R : \\D<p(x) - D<p(y)\\ < \\x - y\\,x,y

It is well known (see [8,14]) that (2(X, Y)<ooiiEX
< oo.

G R f c }.

= EY and E\X\2,

E\Y\2

— Metric /i is defined as the following combination of v and £2:
H(X, Y) := max{ V (X, Y), C2(X, Y)}.
Now using the notation of the beginning of Introduction we set hypotheses which
we need to prove the main inequalities (3.4) given in Section 3. We emphasize that
apart from condition (2.3) the restrictions we use are concerned with the distribution
of a random vector X which is supposed to be "known" in the problem of evaluation
of stability.
Assumption 2.1.
(a) EX = EX,
fc+2

E\X\2

< oo.

(2.3)

(b) .E|X|
< oo and the covariance matrix of X denoted throughout by M is
positive definite.
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A s s u m p t i o n 2.2. The random vector X has a density / with respect to the
Lebesgue measure on Rk. Moreover, there exists an integer s > 1 such that the
density fs of Ss = X\ H
V Xs satisfies the following conditions:
(a) fs is bounded and has all second partial derivatives;
(b) Dfs is bounded and belongs to Li;
(c) D2fs is bounded, continuous, it belongs to Li, and moreover there exists a > 0
such that
/
I Dijf3(x)\
J\x\>an
for all 1 < i, j < k.

dx = 0 (-)
\nj

as n -> oo

(2.4)

3. MAIN RESULT AND EXAMPLE
Let us denote by gn the density of the random vector A^(X\ -\
It is proved in Lemma 4.1 that under Assumption 2.1 and 2.2
d:=sup\\D2gn\\hl

< oo.

h Xn), n > 1.

(3.1)

n>s

Set
c = max{2s - 1, 5dfc},

(3.2)

where 5 is the integer from Assumption 2.2.
Theorem 3.1.

Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. If
/i(X,X)<(2c)"1

(3.3)

then
v(Sn,Sn)<cii(X,X),

n = l,2,....

(3.4)

Prom (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that the definition of the constant c does not involve
anything related to the distribution of X. On the other hand, c is specified by the
distribution of X in a rather intricate way (see (3.1)). Unfortunately, the proof
of Lemma 4.1 does not provide with an affective method for evaluating d in (3.1).
Nevertheless, in some particular cases the densities gn and their derivatives D2gn
can be calculated explicitly. This allows to estimate the constant d by computer
calculations. Indeed, one can deduce from the proof of Lemma 4.1 that

IIDV|| Ll - UDVIL
as n —> oo, where (p is the normal density with zero mean and the covariance matrix
M. Thus, to bound d it suffices to choose "experimentally" an appropriate integer
n* > s and to calculate numerically the values of ||-D2<7n||Li for n = s, s + 1 , . . . , n*.
Numerical experiments with gamma-densities and uniform densities (for k = 1 and
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k=2) displayed that for these densities the sequence {||-D2ffn||Li ,n > nf} is decreasing
and n' — s < 10. Thus finding the above n* is plain.
For instance, let us consider a two-dimensional random vector X with independent components which have the same gamma-density ^x3e~Xx. Then Assumption
2.2 is satisfied for s = 1. We have computed that d < 0.45 for A = 1 and by simple
calculations we get that in (3.3), (3.4) c < 4.5A2.
To illustrate an application of bound (3.4) we estimate the stability of one model
studied in [8]. In this model the functioning of stock market is considered in discrete
time (say, days) n = 1,2,... during an interval of a random length v. This interval
corresponds to a period of "relatively stable prices" (till some dramatically change
of prices). Let us denote by £ n the asset return at the nth day and by rjn the trading
volume at the same day. In analysis of stock market a matter of interest is the distribution of the random vector Y = (^ n -=i £n, ]Cn=i Vn) which represents the total
return and the total trading volume during the stable interval. It is supposed that
(Ci-*7i)> (£2* ?72)>... are i.i.d. random vectors. Let us imagine that the distribution
of a random vector X = (£1,171) is uncertain and the distribution of some random
vector X = (£1,771) 1s used as an available approximation. Let X satisfy Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and the random variable v be independent of {(£n>f/*n)> n > 1}. Using
the random vector Y := ( 5Zn=i fn» E n = i Vn) to approximate Y we get by the total
probability formula:

t>(Y. ) < f >

f n

n

\

/ n

n

>

P(v = n).

n=l

1

1

Finally, we obtain from (3.4) that
v(Y,Y)<Cfi(X,X),
if condition (3.3) holds.
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Let fn and gn be the densities of random vectors Sn = X\-\
\-Xn and Zn := ^ 5 n ,
k
respectively, and let </?n = <pn(t), t G R denote the characteristic function of Zn
(n > 1). Particularly, ipi =: <p is the characteristic function of X.
Since v(X + a, Y + a) = v(X, Y) for any random vectors X, Y and a G Rk we
suppose without loss of generality that EX = EX = 0 (see Assumption 2.1, (a)).
The next lemma is the key step in proving Theorem 3.1. Throughout the proof of
this lemma we use the letter c to denote finite constants, possibly distinct in different
places.
Lemma 4.1.

Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2
d : = s u p | | j D 2 5 n | | L l < 00.
n>s
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P r o o f . In the first place we show the existence of an integer £ > s such that
\t\2cpe(t) E Li(R fc ) and, consequently,
l*lVn(*)>

<Pn ehx(Rk)

for

n>£.

(4.1)

For arbitrary, but fixed i (1 < i < k) and # i , . . . ,Xi-i,xi+i,...
, x n E R fc_1
let Vi(xi) := -£-fs(xi,...
,rr n ). It is easy to see from Assumption 2.2, (b) that
Vi E Li(R). Therefore we can integrate by parts with respect to Xi in the definition
of a characteristic function:

VaWit)

=

/

fsWe^dx

JR*

=

I

r

.

e««'-*'> dx' f fs(...,xu...

7R*-I

=

f

e^'^dx'^-

JR*--

)e«'*' dxi

(4.2)

JR

[ Vi(xi)eitiXt

dx^

**t JR

Again, appealing to Assuinption 2.2, (b) we deduce from (4.2) that \<ps(y/st)\ < rfv
Consequently, \cps(y/st)\ — jfh ' e -^fcThus |£|2</?m E L(Rfc) for an enough large ra# and we can choose £ = ras to get
(4.1).
Condition (4.1) allows to write down the inverse Fourier transform:
s n M ^ / ^ M e - ' ' ' " ^
and to differentiate under an integral sign in this equality (see Appendix A, Corollary
A. 15 in [4]). Consequently, one can easily show that for every n>£, l<i,
j<k
the function —Utj(pn(t) is a Fourier transform of D^gn.
As a next step we show how to approximate Dijgn by a polynomial times a normal
density. In the rest of the proof of the lemma we fix an arbitrary pair of integers
hj' (1 < hj' < k). We are going to prove the existence of polynomials Po, A . • • • - Pk
and a constant c such that
k

sup Dijgn(x)

xЄR f c

- ^2
m=0

n~m,2Þrn(x)ipoyм(x) Ś-Щ'

n = Є,Є + l,...

(4.3)

where (po,M is the density of the normal distribution with zero mean and the covariance matrix M. (This matrix appeared in Assumption 2.1, (b).)
To verify (4.3) we observe that Assumption 2.1 (b), together with the condition
<pn E Li(R f c ), n > £ guarantees the hypotheses of Theorem 19.2 Ch.4 in [3]. In
particular this theorem yields the following asymptotic expansion of the density gn:
9n(x) = ^2 n- m / 2 P m (x)<A),M(*) + o (^2)
m=0

^

'
'

x e R k
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(as n —» oo), where P 0 , . . . , Pk are certain polynomials. Let us set
k
fc

m/2

K(x) := 9n(x) - J2 n- Pm(x)(po)M(x),

xGR

m=0

and differentiate this equality to get the following:
к

(4.4)

Dijhn(x) = Dijдn(x) - DІJ J2П~m/2pm(x)Ч>0,м(x)
Lm=0

Let qn be the Fourier transform of Dijhn. In view of Lemma 7.2, Ch. 2 in [3] the
Fourier transform of ~~ m = 0 n~m/2Pm(Po,M is a function of the form:
^n--/2Pm(t)exp(--i(t,Mt)),
m=0
I Z
)

t G Rfc,

where Pn,..., Pk are certain polynomials. Therefore qn(t) = —titjhn(t), where
(4.5)

hn(t) = <pn(t)- ^n-^PrnWexpL^Mt)}.
^

m=0

'

fc

Since gn G Li(R ) (see (4.1)) we get
= --^- f UtjhnMe-'l-'*) dt, xGR*.
(4.6)
(2*T JRk
It was shown in the proof of Theorem 19.2, Ch.4 in [3] that there is a positive
constant 7 such that
Dijhn(x)

for all |t| < 7Vn. Thus

/

I-^IIM*). * < - £ - .

(4-7)

^|t|<7v^

In view of (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) to prove (4.3) it is enough to show that
/

\Utj\\hn(t)\dt = o ( : ^ )

J\t\>yy/K

or that fw>yVE

\

n

/

\Utj\ \<pn(t)\ dt = 0 (--&-) as n - oo (see 4.5)).

Since X has a density we get that suP| t |> 7v ^ \P ( ^ )

<

< £ < -• Hence (see(4.1))

^ - ' n * * 2 y ^ IxiTjl | / ( T ) | d r < - J -
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for a suitable constant c.
Now we are in position to prove that
SUp||Aj0n||Li(R*) < ° ° n>s

It is clear that gn(x) = n* fn(y/nx)
fn(x)=

and

[ fs(x-t)fn-s(t)dt

forn>s,

JRk

(4.8)

where fn is the density of Sn. By virtue of Assumption 2.2 and Corollary A. 14,
Appendix A in [4] we can differentiate under an integral sign in (4.8). Hence (see
Assumption 2.2, (c))
Dijfn(x)=

Ai/s(^-0/n-5(0^GLi(Rfc)

[

jRk

(4.9)

for all n > s by Fubini's Theorem; also Dijfs G Li(R fc ). We have:
llAj^nllMiR*) = /

\Dijgn\dx+

\Dijgn\dx,

J\x\<2y/na

(4.10)

J\x\>2y/na

where a is the constant from Assumption 2.2, (c). On the strength of (4.3) the first
terms on the right-hand side of (4.10) are uniformly bounded in n > £. Let us show
uniform boundedness of the second terms in (4.10). By (4.9) we have that
/

\Dijgn\ dx

=

n f

|>2an

\Dijfn(z)\

dz

J|x|>2vlna

< n [

dz [

\Di:ifs(z-t)\fn-s(t)dt=:nIn.

JlRfc

J|z|>2an

(4.11)
Also
In

=

f

dz I

J|z|>2an

+ /

\Dijfs(z-t)\fn.a(t)dt
J|t|<an

dz [

J|z|>2an

\Di:ifs(z - t)\fn-s(t) dt =: Jn + Jn.

J|t|>an

The inequalities |z| > 2cm and \t\ < an yield \z —1\ > an. Hence
Jn = [
fn-s(t)dt
J|t|<an

[
\Dijfs(z-t)\dz
J|z|>2an

<-

(4.12)

n

due to (2.4).
On the other hand, since Dijfs G Li(R fc ) we get that

jn<c[

fn-s(t)dt

=

Cp(fer

s

i^i>^)

V

J|t|>an

I
<

_

7

~

^l-Ci *Xi

C-

ak+2nk+2

(4.13)

fc 2

+

(n-s)^

f
< c'Xi—-j.
nk+2

. c"
_

<
-

n
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on the strength of Assumption 2.1, (b) and the Rosenthal inequality (see [1]):
p/-'

E

<c(k,p)m&x\^2E\Xi\^[J2E\Xi\'2)

£*«

\,

p>2.

Aggregating relations (4.10)-(4.13) completes the proof.

•

Apart from the above lemma the proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to the prove
of Lemma 1 in [6] where distributions of sums of random variables were compared
(i.e. Rk = R). This approach takes advantage of the "metric" techniques which is
well-known in estimating the rate of convergence in the central limit theorem (see,
e. g. [11,12,14]). That is why we would rather outline the main points of the proof
than give a complete demonstration.
By the regularity of the metric v we get that v(Sn,Sn)
< cv(X,X),
n =
1,2,..., s — 1, provided that c > 2s — 1.
For n > 2s let m :-= [n/2] > s ([•] is the integer part). Using the triangle
inequality and the following well-known inequality (see [11]):
v(X + U,Z + U)< v(X, Z)v(U, V) + v(X + V, Z + V)
valued for any independent random vectors, X, Z, U, v, and choosing
X = X\-\

h xm,

U = Xm+i -\

h xn,

Z = X\ H

h Xm,

V = Xm+i -\

h Xn,

we deduce that
v(Sn,Sn)

<

v(Xl + ... + Xm,X1
x v(Xm+1

+ ... + Xm)x

+ ... + Xn, Xm+1 + ... + Xn) + Tn + Tnf,

where
T1

—

71

rjyn
Ł

П

=

( ^l "*
^
\
y/n — m
X\-\
h Xm
y/n — m
í Xm+l H

A- ^m+1
(

\-Xn

"*
\~ Xn
y/n — m
Xm+i H
h Xn \
y/n — m
I
X\-\

y/m

Xm+i H
h Xn
y/m

(4.15)

VXm
y/m

h X„

.X\-\

(4.16)

y/Ťň

To obtain the above form of Tn and Tn we also used the fact that v(aX, aY) =
v(X,Y),a^0.
To bound Tn and Tn we make use of the following assertion.
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Assume that X, Y and £ are independent random vectors taking values in Efc and
that £ has a density /f such that D2f$ is bounded, continuous and belongs to Li.
Then
v(X + £, Y + 0 < k\\D2fz\\Ll<;2(X, Y),
(4.17)
where the norm || • ||LX was defined in (2.1) and £2 is Zolotarev's metric of order 2
defined in (2.2).
A version of (4.17) was proved in [11] for £ being a normally distributed random
vector. In our more general case the proof of the above inequality can be carried out
along the same lines. In view of Assumption 2.2, (c) and Lemma 4.1 we can apply
inequality (4.17) to bound the right-hand sides of (4.15) and (4.16). Moreover, we
take advantage of the so-called ideality properties of the metric £2 (see [8,12,14]),
i.e.

(

n

n

\

aJ2Xi'aT,Yi)
i=i

i=i

n

<a 2 £C2(Xi,lU
/

a>0

(4.18)

i=i

for independent random vectors X\,.. .,Xn; Y\,...,Yn with EX{ = EY{ (i =
1,2,...,n).
Combining (4.14)-(4.17) with the result of Lemma 4.1 we get the inequality:
V\On,

On)

<

V(Omi &m)V(on—mi

+ kd-^^X2(X,X)
n — [n/2J

&n—m)

+ kd^pC2(X,X),
[ri/2J

(see (3.1) for the definition of d).
Consequently,
v(Sn, Sn) < /x(5 m , Sm)»(Sn-m,

Sn-m)

+ 2.5kdfi(X, X).

(4.19)

Making the induction assumption that
v(Sr, Sr) < cfi(X, X),

r <n- 1

(4.20)

we see that (4.19) would yield (4.20) with r = n if we choose c = max{2s — 1,5kd}
and require that n(X,X) < (2c)" 1 .
•
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